
APPLICATION TIOR REGISTRATION OF
BAI.ARALIAPURAM SAREES AND FINE COfiNO^lT TABRICS OF

KTRALA

T'NDER
THE GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS OF GOODS
(REIGISTRATION AND PROTECTIONI ACT' 1999

FORM Gl-lC



Cheque/Q!,MO on 14.tri. o9
vroc enlry no. ,5: in the
regrstcr of r.:rluab llpTHE GEOGRAPHICAL IITDICATIOITS OF GOODS

(REGTSTRATION AND PRGrTECTIONI Agt, 1999

FORM G1-1C

1. Application is hereby made for the registration in Part A of the Register of the tq
accompanying geographical indication furnishing the following particulars:-

Crsh

1A Name of the Applicant The Director
Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles
Government of Kerala

IB Address The Director
Directorate of Handlooms and Textiles
Government of Kerala
'Vikas Bhavan", 4th floor,
Thiruvananthapurarn - 695 033
Kerala

IU List of association of
persons/ producers/ organizations/
authoritv

Will be submitted if requested

1D Tlpe of Goods Class-24: Textile Goods not classified

elsewhere i.e. table cover, etc.

Class-25: Clothing

1E Specification The detailed specification of the products

are attached in the Annexure- 1

-tT Name of the geographical indication
(and particulars)

Balaramapuram Sarcea
Cotton Fabrics.

and tr"i!e

ll.r Description of the goods 1. Grey Saree OR Balaramapuram
Saree OR Set Saree

2. Set Mundu OR Pudava & Kavani
OR Mundum Neriyathum

3. Double Dhoti OR Mundu
4. Kavani OR Neriyathu
5. Ladies Dress Material OR

Churidar Material

1H Geographical area of production and

map

Seven blocks namely Nemom,

AthiAannoor, Parassala, Peinkadauila,

Kazhakkoottom, vamanapuram and

Chiraginkeezh which includes

Balaramapuram and parts of three

municipa.lities of Thiruvananthapuram

district of Kerala. The district lies

between 8o 17'and 80 54'north latitudes

and between 760 4l' alrd, 77o 17' east



longitudes. Balaramapuram is located

along the National Highway-47 at a

distance of 15 kn south-east of

Thiruvananthapuram, the capital city of

Kerala and 25 km north of Kaliyikkavila,

the southern boundary of the state with

Tamil Nadu. Balaramapuram lies 80 25'

6O" North Latitude and 77o 2' 60" East

Longitude. The municipalities are

Neyyattinkara, Attingal and

Nedumangad.

Initially the products were originated

from Balaramapuram but with the

increase in demand for the product,

more and more artisans from the

adjacent areas also, adopted weaving of

traditional Balaramapuram sarees and

fine cotton fabrics as their main

avocation. The detail of the Geographical

area of production and map is enclosed

in Annexure-2.

1I Proof of origin (Historical records) The origin of the product trace back to

19th century AD, as the product is

closely associated with the

Thiruuitlnmkur royal family of the

present Kerala.

The Dewan (the Chief Minister) of the

then Mahar4ia, His Highness

Maharaja Balararna Varma (from

1798 to 1810), Shri. Ummini ThamPi

during his reign, brought weaver

families from Valliyoor, in Tirunalveli

District of the present Tamilnadu state.

They belonged to the Shalia or Ctnlia

community and were brought to weave



and supply cloths to the members of the

royal family. The King allotted separate

streets to them and gave financial

assistance initially to start the business.

The weaving activit;z and the economic

benefit derived out from the production

and sale of cotton handloom clothes in

Balaramapuram based on the traditional

reputation was no longer confined to the

members of the traditional Shalia

community. The handloom industry in

Balaramapuram today provide jobs to
thousands of families belonging to

different castes and communities like

E;zhava, Nadar, Nair, Mukkuva, and

others, mostly belonging to the weaker

sections of the society.

Thus the reputation of the name of

Balaramapuram handloom products

acquired by tlre Shnlia community has

now been enjoyed by a large number of

people especially those belonging to

economically and

backward sections.

educationally

(The relevant parts of the gazetteers are

enclosed and is marked at Annexure-3)

IJ Method of Production The hand woven sarees and fabrics are

the major products in the cluster. The

activities in the production process are

summarised below:

Raw Material

The basic raw material of the cluster is

cotton yarn, procured in the form of

hank by the co-operative



societies/weavers / master weavers from

the local yarn dealers or through the

yam bank or from state level agencies

like Ttrc Kerala State Handloom Weauers

Co-operatiue Societg Ltd. (HANTEX) and

Kerala State Handloom Deuelopment

Corporation (HA}{\/EEV). Nowadays

cotton yarn is procured in the form of

sized beam also. Besides cotton yam, the

cluster also uses golden or half-fine zari

for designing arrd for border and cross-

border. In some cases, coloured yarn

(dyed yarn) is also used for border and

cross-border. The cotton combed yarn

procured are of 10OS, 8OS etc, Cotton

yarn of count 12OS is also used in the

cluster.

Curlng & Washlttg

The first activity in the production

process is to cure the yarn meant for tlte

warp in water to remove the impurities

and cleaning. This will help them to
carry out the subsequent processes

without any hindrance. The same is

again get washed in normal water and

dried in sunlight before taking up for

further processes. In most of the cases,

the weft yarn does not undergo tlte

process of curing.

Wlnding

Winding is a process of transferring yam

from one type of package to another

hank to bobbin. The yarn for the warp

and for the weft are separately taken up

for winding. The yarn is normally



received by the weavers in the hank

form. The yarn in the hank form is
converted into bobbins through winding.

In case of warp yarns, recentlY the

manual process has been replaced by a

motorized rnachine. Once the winding is

over, the yarn in the bobbin form is

taken up for further processes. On the

other hand, the yarn which is used in

the weft does not require any further

processing and hence it is wound into a

pirn with the help of a sma1l, hand-

driven charkha and is called Pirn

winding. Pirn winding is the process of

transferring the yarns from the hanks

into bobbin/pirn in the shuttle used in

the weft while weaving. The yarn in the

form of pirn or lhe zai, wherever is

required, is used in the weft while

weaving. For 'Kara' (border or cross-

border), dyed yarn is also widely used as

a substitute for pure zai / half-fine zati.

These dyed yarn, for weft, is purchased

from the local market or get it dYed

themselves.

Warpiag

The warping is a process of making

desired length and width of warp sheet

by combining many sma.ll Packages

called bobbins/spools. There are various

types of warping by which yarns from a

large number of warper's bobbins are

collected together and made into a
suitable form of package. The process of



warping used in Balaramapuram is

known as vertical sectional warping,

Sectional warping process is carried on a

wooden drum from a wooden peg creel. A

suitable frame called bobbin creel to hold

the required number of bobbins in such

a way that the yams from them can be

drawn separately without touching each

other. The bobbins are put on the creel

and the required number of yarn is then

drawn through a comb to the wooden

drum. The warped yarn is then taken to

the next process called sizing.

Sizing

Sizing is a process where starch is

coated on the warp yarns for imparting

strength; enhance abrasion resistance to

withstand the stress and strains exerted

during the weaving process. In
Balaramapuram, the traditional
method of 'street warping'and 'lcrush

sizing' is practiced. Natural materials

such as rice starch, coconut oil and

rice gruel form the important
ingredients for sizing. Sizing is

required for cotton yarn for imparting

strengti by using the residue after rice

preparation called "Kanji" in local

language with the help of a sizing brush.

The sizing is normally done in the streets

earmarked for it. The process of sizing

reduces the yarn breakage and improves

quality and elficiency of weaving.

Although the yam is sized and dried

in the sheet form, in which the individual

threads are lying in a parallel condition,



the threads are not free from sticking to

one another. To rectify this defect,

dividing rods, i.e. lease rods are used to

effect separation of the threads. A brush

is used to brush the yarn during the

process of sizing.

Beanlng & PreParatlon of Loom

The process of transferring warp sheet to

a weavers beam to mount on loom is

called bearning. In most of the cases, all

these processes are carried out bY

manually without using power.

The process of beaming is followed by

looming, which finally prepares the loom

beam for weaving. Preparation of loom is

broadly classified into two categories of

work, known as Drafting and Denting.

DraJting is the process of passing the

warp yarn through the healds of the

loom as per the design. This helps to

keep the warp yarn in parallel form over

the width of the loom and in locating a

broken yarn during the Process of

weaving. In the case of denting, tJ:e warp

ya-rns are passed through the reeds and

the hea-lds. The warp threads are then

joined with the old warp threads with a

local method of twisting by hands.

weavlng
Pit looms are the most widelY used

handlooms in Balaramapuram cluster

for producing the traditional varieties.

These are of two types; throw shuttle pit

looms and fly shuttle pit looms. The

Balaramapuram pit loom is of simple

construction and ttrere is no wooden

super structure to support its parts. The

7



sley is of light construction qrith

provision to hold bamboo reeds. T?re

shuttle used is peculiar and is made of

bamboo instead of horn or wood. The

finest varieties of fabrics, known for their

beautiful designs and textures with pure

zari are produced on throw shuttle pit

looms. As the name implies, the loom

stands over a pit and the Process of

picking is done by throwing the shutfle

across the shed by hand and beaten by

suspended sley. Since there is no

beatings involved in the weaving in throw

shuttle looms, it is the most suitable

looms for products with Pure zari.

Besides, these types of looms are also

suitable for using lace-weaving

technique, a technique for creating

designs in the fabric with extra waq) or

weft. The fly shuttle pit looms are also

popular in this cluster. But this looms

are not used for finer counts of yarn and

also products with pure zari. Though the

productivity of the fly shuttle looms are 3

to 4 times more than that of arr ordinaqi

throw shuttle loom, but is unable to
produce intricate extra weft figured

patterns without the help of dobbies and

jacquards. For products other than the

traditional varieties in fine cotton fabrics,

the weavers are using frarne looms in

this cluster.

Quallty Checklng & Packiag

The quality of the woven products are

checked thoroughly and taken up for

packing. First it is folded properly and

then packed according to the

8



specification. Women are mostlY

employed for these activities.

1K Uniqueness The uniqueness of the Balaramapurart

Sarees & Fine Cotton Fabrics are listed

below:

. Balaramapuram Handloom

industry has the unique

reputation of having the weaving

facility for manufacturing finer

count cotton combed Yarn of

count 8Os to 12Os. These

tradilional handloom products of

Balaramapuram are made out of the

finest cotton yarn of counts 80s and

100s (Super combed cotton Yarn of

counts 8Os and 1O0s). In some cases,

even finer yarn of count l2os is also

used. Very few clusters are using

finer count cotton yarn in India.

. Usage of Pure Zari (locally known as

Kasanru in Malayalam/ in the border,

cross-border or Pallav of the

traditional products. That is, Pure

zari is used for extra warp, extra weft

and for motifs in the fabric. But due

to the exorbitant rise in the price of

the pure zari, some of the weavers

are using other kinds of zari, known

as tnlf- fine zari, pou.tder guilt etc.

Coloured yarn is also used as an

alternative to the Pure zari in the

border and cross border of ttre

products.



No bleaching or dyeing is involved in

the process except for the dyed yarn

used in the weft for the border or

cross-border. This coloured yarn is

used as a subsLitute for the pure zari

or the half-fine zari. Otherwise, the

yarn used is of natural coloured grey

cotton yarn. Thus the Products are

eco-friendly and cause no harm to

the body of the user.

The tylpes of looms, installed in

the cluster are (i) Pit looms (two

Wpes) - (a) Throw shuttle Pit

looms, (b) Fly Shuttle Pit looms;

and (iil Frame looms, Even

though all these looms are in use

for the production of handloom

products of the cluster/ district'

the weavers use Primitive tYPe

throw-shuttle Pit-looms for the

production of exclusive

traditional products with Pure

zati. ln those cases where there is

no usage of pure zati, the

weavers are opting for flY-shuttle

pit looms for weaving. The usage

of frame looms for the Production

of traditional Products with

counts 8Os and above are rare

due to technical difficulties.

Another specialtY in the

technologr used in

Balaramapuram is the "Reeds"

used in the weaving looms which are

made out of bamboo Pieces. This,

l0



-ccording to the traditional weavers,

helps them to adjust the gap

between yarns, which is very narrow

when compared to the clothes

manufactured using metal reeds.

Another reason for the use of

bamboo reeds is that the Pure gold

zari, which is coated with pure gold'

would get damaged due to the

contact while weaving if metal reeds

are used in the looms. The sleY is of

light construction with provision to

hold bamboo reeds. The shuttle used

is peculiar and is made of bamboo

instead of horn or wood. It is through

these techniques of hand weaving

and the particular nature of the

looms used bY the traditional

weavers that makes the product look

very fine and comfortable for use.

Sizing is also done differentlY in

the BalaramaPuram cluster from

most of the other handloom

clusters. Sizing is a Process bY

which a solution is aPPlied to

warps to strengthen the Yarn in

order to protect it from abrasion

in the healds and reeds of the

loom. In this cluster, tl.e

traditional method of 'street

warping' and 'brush sizing' is
practiced. Nahjral materials such

as rice starch, coconut oil and

rice gruel form the imPortant

ingredients for the sizing

1t



materiaf. The street warPing and

sizing is carried out in separate

streets designated for this

purpose.

The Weavers normallY avoid anY

type of imProved aPPliances suctl

as Dobby, Jacquard, Jala, etc' for

making designs in the clottr. The

weavers use a unique technique

by which each end is seParatelY

controlled by hand to interlace

with the weft wound in small

pirns known as lace weauing '

But the Butta and larger tYPe

extra weft designs are woven on

the motif/pattern Printed with

wooden blocks using easilY

washable vegetable colours. The

design is first etched on wooden

blocks and then colour is

introduced into it' While the

cloth is being woven, Prints are

made on it with the wooden

blocks on it. Then, each motif has

to be threaded individuallY bY

lace weaving bY skilled weavers.

This kind of work is easilY

distinguished from Jacquard/

jala designs as both sides of the

fabric will have the same design

and not merelY an outline on the

inner side of the fabric in case of

lace weaving. The speciality of the

lace weaving is that identical

appe€rrance of designs, including

12



warp and weft stripes on the face

and backside of the fabric is

obtained by this technique of

weaving. The designs wittr zari or

coloured yarn, using the age-old

technique still has an unParallel

appeal which can attract even the

most sophisticated customers.

The identical aPPearance of tJre

design on tJ.e face and backside

of the fabric makes it unique and

exclusive. This technique of

laced weaving is Practiced onIY at

Balaramapuram and its

surrounding places.

The technique to weave with Pure

Zari it tt:.e border or cross-border

or pallav (extra warP or extra

weft) is one of the sPecialties or

skills acquired bY the weavers in

this cluster. While weaving zari in

the cross border of the fabric, the

weavers create a rib weave effect

in it with the helP of the treadle

connected with extra cords' Due

to this weave, there is a series of

lnoriz.ontal ribs (cross bar effect)

in the cross border of the

products woven with zari.

Balaramapuram' became the

synonym for the above tYPe of

handloom fabrics.

Another specialitY of the weaving

in this cluster is the 'temPle

border' or 'puliyilakkara' with lsti

13



designs weaved into the fabric

especially to the Saree, Dhoti and

Set Mundu.
1I Inspection Body (1) The Department of Handlooms &

Textiles, Government of Kerala,

(21 Development Commissioner

(Handlooms), GoW of India are

supporting the weavers in quality control

of the products. (3) Besides the master

weavers in the entrepreneurial sector

and weaving master in the co-operative

societies have their own quality control

mechanism. During the process of

production like winding & warping,

creation of motifs, weaving, etc., these

master weavers/ weaving masters use to

inspect the different predetermined

parameters and the quality before

permitting frnal/finishing stage of

production. However, providing the

specification of the quality inspection of

the master artisans is difficult as it
varies from one master weaver to

another. (41 Textiles Committee, a

statutory body under the Ministry of

Textiles, Government of India, known all

over the country for quality inspection

and testing of different textiles and

clothing products is also actively

participating in educating the weavers

and other stakeholders about

maintaining the quality and its

importance, marketing strategies, brand

building of the product, and other

development activities relating to the

t4



1M

stakeholders of Balaramapuram Sarees

& Fine Cotton Fabrics'

Even the traders and exPorters

involved in tJle marketing of the unique

traditional products are also specifying

specific quality while placing orders to

the manufacturers on t].e basis of

demand patterns in the market and

subsequently inspect the various stages

of production & final product before

procurement, But in the Present

scenario, it has been decided that the

Textiles Committee, Government of

India, Mumbai having Regional office at

Kannur along with the master weavers

and the Department of Handlooms'

Government of Kerala will Provide

inspection mechanism for maintaining

quality of the product in the post-Gl

registration scenario.

Others The Bataramapuram Sarees and other

traditional products are socio-culturally

associated with the people of Kerala

especially to the Travancore region due

to its confluence with the religious and

other festivities of the region. From time

immemorial, the entire cloth requirement

of the Travancore royal farnily are woven

by weavers of this production centre.

Hence, the textile cluster of this area is

as old as the history of the Travancore

dynasty in Kerala and bears generational

legacy.
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Along with the statement of case in ciass-24 and class-25 in respect of the

name(s) of whose addresses are given below who claim to represent the interest

of the producers of the said goods to which the geographical indication relates

and which is in continuous use in respect of the said goods'

l.TheApplicationshallincludesuchotherparticularscalledforinrule
32(1) in the Statement of Case. The statement of case attached'

2. All communications relating to this application may be sent to the

following address in India.

The Director
Dcpartment of Handlooms & Textlles

Government of Keral,a

'Vikas Bhavan', 4th Floor'
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 O33

Kerala
Phone No. O47 f- 2303427

Email: dir-handloom@asianetindia'com

3. In the case of an application from a convention country the following

additional particulars shall also be furnished'

a. Designation ofthe country of origin ofthe Geographical Indication'

b. Evidence as to the existing protection of the Geographical

Indication in its country of origin such as the title and the date of

the relevant legislative or administrative provisions, the judicial

decisions or the date and number of the registration, and copies of

such documents.

Not Applicable
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